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Susanne Schjerning design LAB is evocative Danish textile design, 
inspired by the wilds of Scandinavia. With strong compositions, 
magnificent colours and rich worlds of imagination, we set about 
developing our designs with a twinkle in our eye. A clearly contemporary 
style of design, balanced on the edge between contrast and harmony.

We established the design by susanne schjerning brand in 2003 with 
our own unique hand-printed textiles and small-scale productions as the 
starting point. Since then, with a feel for quality and materials and 
a focus on translating our hand-drawn, personal stylistic idiom into 
industrial and digital production, we have created a readily recognisable 
home textile brand in the Scandinavian market.

We strive to be in tune with the spirit of the times, trends, politics, art 
and, not least, our own everyday life and our inner longings; this is the 
source from which new design ideas are derived. Our ambition is to 
unite crafts, techniques, methods, inspiration and creativity to produce 
unique design.
We are committed to making good design accessible to others, and to 
working with sustainable design. 

Susanne Schjerning graduated from the school of Architecture, Design 
and Conservation of the Danish Academy of Art in 1999, specialising in 
textile design

www.susanneschjerning.com

where nature meets design....

susanne 
schjerning 
design lab

.....to my fairytale universe set in landscapes of flower-filled meadows, 
with birds on the wing and a diversity of woodland animals... in nature, 
which for me is an endless source of inspiration. 

enjoy!

Welcome          



Mountains design          
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New Country design          
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New Country design          

Bloom design          
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Romanticism          Hunters         
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Sparrow         Hunters         Butterfly Flower         
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Deer In The Woods design          9
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Bamboo Carvinbord
  

Metal Light Cabinet - Sanblast Glass Vases & Hurricanes  



11Metal Light Cabinet - Sanblast Glass Vases & Hurricanes  



Happy Horses          Happy Horses          Jungle Fever          
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Jungle Fever          Withering Deer In The Woods          
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Happy Horses         Wallpaper
         

Cherry Branch 
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Jordan Toothbrush         Woods        Cherry Branch 
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www.susanneschjerning.com

designlab@susanneschjerning.com


